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The overall project investigates the position, role and significance of the experiment with a strong focus on computation, material and form within practice-based research.
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We investigate:

• a **responding** material that guides the ceramic artists to provide **embodiment** and **feed-back**

• digital technology in an **extended way, as being the result of firstly the matter**; here clay, - and secondly the process; here interventions by the designer, 3d printing, firing and glazing.
'Filigree Robotics'
at Gallery Leth&Gori

-by ceramist Flemming Tvede Hansen [KADK Superformlab] in collaboration with architectural researchers from CITA [Martin Tamke, Henrik Leander Evers, Esben Clausen Clausen Nørgaard]
We investigates:

• a **handmade shape** as input for a responding pattern based on an algorithm that guides the ceramic artists to provide **feed-back**

• digital technology in an **extended way, as being the result of firstly the handmade input**: here the shape in clay, - and secondly the process; here interventions by the designer, 3d printing, firing and glazing.
Ceramics and its Dimensions: Shaping the Future

WORKSHOP – TOURING EXHIBITION – PUBLICATION
As a part of the bigger project, *Ceramics and its Dimensions*, the module *Shaping the Future* is concentrating on exploring the future dimensions of ceramics in Europe. With the future in mind, the module conducted a student workshop with 4 partner Universities: Aalto University, Helsinki, Berlin Kunsthochschule Weißensee, Ulster University, Belfast campus and The Royal Danish Academy of fine Art, Copenhagen.
be related to small classic series of hand painted mass-produced ware or hand modelled flower decoration on dinner service.

This idea was first introduced in the workshop as a decorative effect by printing directly on the lid of a sugar bowl (Figure 4) and then by replacing a handle on a cup with a 3D printed handle (Figure 5). Here, simple geometries were artistically unfolded on and in interplay with the mass-produced ware. Through simple and playful interventions, such as different heights of the print-head, different positions of the object or printer settings, the 3D printed parts can easily vary and thus add a hands-on and one-off touch to mass produced objects.

These demonstrations were first opened up for periods of brainstorming through practical experimentations in groups of students mixed from the four universities. Secondly, the demonstrations and suggestions functioned as inspiration for the students for further work and the final call for the travelling exhibition.

For some of the students, 3D printing as a technique gave a new space to develop their personal ways in the field of cerami-

ics. This approach to 3D printing was seen to be more adaptable than first expected. In the case of those students with no experience in 3D printing, it was quickly discovered how fast one could adopt the technique.

3D printing as a tool in the future

Ceramics has a long history of producing valuable and functional objects with its traditional material and a practice, ceramics is easily transferred to traditional ways of making. Ceramics also have a long history as a material. As a material, ceramics are so versatile that they have been developed for multiple different purposes. Ceramics have played a role, for example, as furniture and tiles in buildings. The less conventional is how widely it has also been used within fields, such as in nuclear science, spacecraft and biomedical solutions. Having an understanding of ceramics' wide range and potentials, it examined the studio practitioner's perspective
As stated, 3D printing can be explored and modified in many different ways. Here we have been paying special attention to materiality and the potential of the material to unfold at the very moment of the 3D printing. We have named this latter approach material driven 3D printing in clay. We have shown how simple shapes can be unfolded in numerous ways by different printer settings and by simple and playful interventions, thus letting the ceramic material have a say, adding a hands-on and one-off touch. We have argued how the ceramic craftsman can utilise a high level of tacit knowledge and haptic skills within this approach and express himself through and with the material. We argue this approach to be similar to the concept of crafting through an immediate interface to matter, an idea already discussed by Dormer, and seeing crafting and execution as a unity that is intuitive and humanistic, as already proposed by Bernard Leach. In this sense, we consider material driven 3D printing in clay to be utilising 3D printing as a ceramic craft tool in its own right.

Furthermore, we have suggested how in the future 3D print-
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